R E X I N N OVAT I ON S I N C .

TEX SHIELD GRANITE
OUR PREMIUM COATING SYSTEM NOW MULTICOLOUR FINISH

MOISTURE
SHIELD
SYSTEM

TEX SHIELD GRANITE
Rex Innovations Inc. has created the TEX
SHIELD GRANITE SYSTEM. It is our
proprietary 2-LAYER coating system,
consisting of our TEX PREP & TEX
SHIELD. Our system is designed to be
applied to several types of substrates in
vertical and horizontal applications. TEX
SHIELD as a oor coating is applied at
60 mils (1 mil= 1/1000th of an inch). It
provides a though, yet exible wear
sur face with the advantage of a
superior elongation and tensile
resistance when compared to other
water based coatings, epoxies, etc.

TEX SHIELD exhibits excellent adhesion
properties, this allows it to be used on
almost any type of substrate.
As a bonus feature, our monolithic
system functions a durable and exible
armour that allows for an easy, ef cient
clean-up process. We believe that
having a thicker oor will seal more
ef ciently. Our system is professionally
installed and comes with a TEN-YEAR
LIMITED WARRANTY.
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3-1415 Highway 582, Didsbury, AB T0M 0W0
For Inquiries Tel.1-833-739-2628 e-mail: info@rexinnovations.ca
web www.rexinnovations.ca

R E X I N N OVAT I ON S I N C .

TEX SHIELD GRANITE
“WE TAKE A DIFFERENT APPROACH WHEN FORMULATING AND INSTALLING COATINGS TO
PROTECT SURFACES FROM MOISTURE PENETRATION. TEX SHIELD GRANITE IS A FLEXIBLE
MONOLITHIC ENVELOPE WITH EXCELLENT ABRASION, CHEMICAL AND IMPACT RESISTANCE.”

K E Y F E AT U R E S :
Excellent elongation and tensile
strength.

High chemical resistance.

100 % waterproof coating

Slip resistant surface

TEX SHIELD GRANITE is a superior, 2layer water and chemical resistant coating
system designed to form a complete seal
of the oors, walls and ceilings. This
complete seal helps you better PROTECT
the sur faces where it's applied by
preventing moisture and excessive
humidity to penetrate your oors or any
where installed your building/warehouse.
Our industry leading system has had great
success in the cannabis business, because
unlike epoxy coatings, our TEX SHIELD
SYSTEM will not crack and fail with our
high performance formula.
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Rex Innovations has worked closely with a
number of facilities to repair and eliminate
the damages from epoxy coating use, such
as cracking at the joints and pinholes in
the walls; fundamental failures that lead to
a loss of temperature and humidity, mold
growth, and damage to your crop, walls,
and the structure of your building.

How does TEX SHIELD work to prevent
these issues?
-Monolithic envelope where applied ( oor,
walls and ceilings)
-100% solids (NO VOC’S*)
-Higher elongation and abrasion resistance
compared to epoxy or many other
coatings
-Coating thickness between 40-60 mils
(depending on substrate)
-Professionally installed

*TEX SHIELD
GRANITE

We at Rex Innovations understand that
every project, grow house and outdoor
climate is unique and requires different
properties. We will work directly with your
facility manager to help solve problems
and advise you every step of the way.
*Some versions are low VOC’s
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